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Research purposes and missions:

- **Purpose:** To propose possible solutions to improve the quality and performance of lending to small and medium-sized enterprises in Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Foreign Trade of Vietnam - Da Lat Branch.

- **Mission:**
  - To study the theoretical basis and practical activities of commercial bank lending to small and medium-sized enterprises.
  - Survey and study the situation lending activity for small and medium-sized enterprises in Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Foreign Trade of Vietnam - Da Lat Branch, indicating the achievements, constraints and causes.
  - Propose solutions contribute to improving the quality and performance of lending to small and medium-sized enterprises in Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Foreign Trade of Vietnam - Da Lat Branch.

New contributions:

- Analyze, evaluate, reflect the true state of the lending activity for small and medium-sized enterprises in Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Foreign Trade of Vietnam - Da Lat Branch, shows the results, limitations and causes.

- To propose feasible solutions to improve the quality and performance of lending to small and medium-sized enterprises in Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Foreign Trade of Vietnam - Da Lat Branch in the future.